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WHICH IS THE CAMPUS SWEETHEART
ZETA PHI

i TAUKAPPA

I

WEST HALL

FROSH HALL

\

w

TAU GAMMA

I j ; .

Cecilia Casey

Dolores Rico

A n o t h e r candidate is 18Cecilia Casey from Taft, Cali
year-old Dolores Rico from Tau
fornia is Zeta Phi's candidate.
| Kappa Kappa. She majors in
Cecilia, a junior major in general
] education and some day hopes to
elementary education, intends to
be an elementary school teacher.
teach primary grades after grad
In college she is a sophomore
uation.
and is on the Associated Wo
The bright-eyed Cecilia claims men's student committee. Her
that she enjoys music and bad home is in Tracy.
minton and archery and swim
Her hobby? Collecting jazz
ming and drawing and knitting.
records. One of her favorite
sports is badminton.

MANOR HALL
Above is vivacious Mrs. Lor
raine Anderson, the 20-year-old
Manor Hall candidate for home
coming queen. She is a sophomore and majoring in religious
education. In college she belongs

SOUTH HALL

Estelle Jewell

Pretty, brunette, Estelle Jewell
"Nancy with the laughing face"
is the candidate for homecoming 1 in a serious mood. Eighteen-yearsweetheart from West Ilall. old Nancy Blackburn from AlaEstelle is a junior in the College 1 ineda is the candidate from Freshof the Pacific and majors in ! man Hall. Her bobby is collecting
psychology. Child welfare work j costume hair clips, which help to
is her choice of a vocation. At I keep her blonde hair in place,
home in Sebastopol, she collects i Nancy is a journalism major with
post cards, rocks and cactus.
! the future thought of advertising.
Her favorite sport is skiing and
she always enjoys watching a
EPS1L0N
1 good game of football.
N a n c i Rinehart, E p s i I o n
Lambda Sigma's candidate for
homecoming sweetheart, is In her
ALPHA THETE
final year at C.O.P. The vivacious,
twenty-one year old blonde has
been very active during her

Carolyn Watts

Lorraine Anderson
f" Alpha Ganuna Sigma. Her
^"bby is cooking and her favorite
Txirt is skiing. A very beautiful
ir°wn-halred girl whose vocation
be a minister's wife, she
^°uld like to teach religious edu

cation.

ATTENTION
The Faculty Recital sched"led for October 26 has been
I''>stponed until further notice.

Nancy Blackburn

Pictured above is South Hall's
candidate, Carolyn Watts. Caro
lyn, a high freshman, is 19. She
Nanci Rinehart
majors in business administra
tion and aims at the position of a school years, starting as editor of
merchandising buyer for her j the high school paper and concareer.
[iinuing on as the N.S.A. repre
She is a member of Alpha sentative for Wisconsin and as
Gamma Sigma, of Student Af the chairman of publications.
fairs, and one of_two recreation Aside from newspaper work,
al directors at the Fair Oaks Nanci is interested in piano,
School. She sparkles when she jewelry craft and skiing. After
speaks of her interests of piano, i graduation, she plans to enter
I elementary teaching.
tennis and swimming.

Patricia Smith
Here is Pat Smith, 19, of Alpha
Theta Tau. She majors in educa
tion and plans on teaching the
elementary grades.
Slim and svelte, Pat enjoys sail
ing, racing and sailing. She is
also a ski enthusiast.
She is secretary of the Junior
Class and Treasurer of Alpha
Thete.

Mary Tener
Mary Tener, who represents
Tau Gamma, town sorority in the
competition, is a low senior ma
joring in English and History.
Mary plans her career along
diplomatic service lines. For the
present she is interested in her
folk dancing and swimming. A
very captivating lass! She's
twenty-one.

San Jose Homecoming
Tickets Given Now
Tickets for the San Jose State
"Homecoming" game at the Lodi
Grape Bowl on November 30th,
are being given to all F.S.A. card
holders at the Athletic Dept. in
the gym. Students will not be
admitted to the game without a
ticket. Don't wait, get your
ticket now.
There will be a Homecoming
Assembly in the auditorium
Thursday morning, October 28th,
preceding the Bonfire Rally
Thursday evening.
Tickets for the rooters train
will go on sale November 1st; for
the U.S.F. game on November
13th. Price of the round trip
ticket direct to and from Kezar
Stadium will be only $4.00.

Modesto Jr. College
Stockton College
Game
Saturday Night
instead of Friday Night

Appearance Personality and Poise

Appearance, personality and poise will be the factors considered
in the judging of the "Sweetheart of Homecoming." And from the
The coming events of the HOMECOMING week are recount photographs above, the Chamber of Commerce will have a difficult
time deciding which girl will get the honor. The candidates range
ed on page 2, column one. The weekend schedule is under from 18 to 21 years of age, from freshman to senior, and G.P.A.'s
from 1.3 to 2.77.
the management of student ELLIE CONWAY.

£
j
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SENATE MEETS

Plan of Action Set for Pacific^
Four Day Homecoming Fete

By LOIS DRIFFILL

The theme of the yearly event A bonfire will follow on Thursday
is to be "Saga of Pacific — 1923- evening with Unit i invited to
1948," and not "Anniversary" as attend.
On Friday evening, the 29th,
was published in the Weekly last
the house decorations will be
issue.
Ellie Conway, Chairman of the judged and open house will be
event, stresses again the rules for held. Following the judging will
come a showing of "The Fatal
student participation:
HOUSE DECORATION RULES Trap."
1. All decorations must be ready
On Saturday, October 30, the
for inspection by 5:00 p.m., Fri alumni meets at 10:00 a.m. At
day, October 29.
eleven the Student Union will be
2. Not more than $35 may be officially dedicated, followed by a
spent for decorations.
Living Group Luncheon Reunion
3. Judging will be made on in at 11:30. "The Fatal Trap" will be
side decoration only. Outside presented at 2:15.
decoration optional.
| An Alumni Dinner at 5:00 p.m.;
| the San Jose-Pacific game at Lodi
BASIS FOR JUDGING
1. Best and closest interpreta at eight, and the Homecoming
Dance at 10:00 p.m. round out the
tion of theme.
2. Amount of visible effort put Saturday schedule.
Sunday, October 31: First
forth.
comes the Honor Group Breakfast
3. Ingenuity and originality.
The first event of the gala at 8:00 a.m. At 11:00 a.m. a
week-end is a rally in the auditor Homecoming Service will be given
ium on Thursday, October 28, at at the Central Methodist Church
which President Burns and which brings to a conclusion the
James Corson both will speak. Homecoming activities.

The Senate met last Monday
night in an extra long session.
Ray Butler opened the meeting,
and extended thanks to all the
Senate members who had given
speeches to College and Life
classes the previous week.
SCOP
The proposed campus maga
zine, SCOP, was given permission
to go ahead with publication
plans. They were also given $135
by Units II and III, which is to
be returned to the above Units
when the magazine has received
that amount from its sales. Unit
I is invited to participate in the
magazine, even though at this
time they will not be financing
it. The magazine is to sell for
25c per copy.

CONVENTION AT
REEDLEY COLLEGE
The Senate also discussed send
ing 4 representatives — 2 student
and 2 faculty — to the Junior
College convention at Reedley
College. Expenses are to be in
vestigated, and so voting was
COLLEGE ENROLLMENT IS TALLIED postponed until next week.
There was a lengthy discussion
Of 1,634 registrants in the 14th making the total 498. Seniors in
of the Pacific Weekly, with both
Unit
III
number
187
men
and
141
year of Stockton College, 978 are
pro and con views aired.
men and 656 are women. Male women, totaling 328. Other stu
dents enrolled under various UNIT I AT BONFIRE
veterans number 202 and the wo
other classifications total 334. In
men vets total 2.
Homecoming was discussed,
cluded in the grand total of 1160
Enrolled in C.O.P. in the junior are 538 veterans, and 238 part- and it was moved and passed
that the Senate go ahead with
level are 379 men and 119 women, time students.
plans of Homecoming and bon
fire for Units II and III for the
weekend of October 28, 29, and
30th. It was also passed to ex
By ABEL D. RUIZ
ways in favor of the land-owner tend a cordial invitation to Unit
by not allowing the workers and I to attend the bonfire on the
HUNTING SEASON
the share-crop farmers to hunt 28th.
Panch: Pedro, aren't you hunt on private property.
The meeting was adjourned at
ing this year? I noticed the farm
OVERSEAS
9:30.
where you raise grain is flooded
Pedro: Pancho, is it true that
with geese and duck that grow
all your friends in France have
fat eating your crops, and besides, gone communist?
I am sure that your family could
Pancho: Yes, my Pedro, the
use the meat from these fowls.
social conduct during the war of
Pedro: Pancho, nowadays peo a few soldiers has been enough
ple that need meat from wild-life to eclipse the good deeds and ac
A rally put on by College of
are not allowed to hunt. In the tions of the many, but I person Pacific students for the benefit
first place the land owners only ally don't worry because my of occupational therapy patients
allow their wealthy friends to friends live in a very small village was held at the Stockton State
hunt in their property, and in and these few Frenchmen do not Hospital last Friday. Present
the second place the law is al represent the whole of France.
were twelve members of the Paci
fic band, led by Graham Frost,
the five girl song leaders, Skipper
Yee, who led some yells, Coach
Bob Monogan, and Don Campora
and three other football stars.
Veterans whose National Service Life ter minsurance will start
The object of the rally was to
S"««er October 8. 1948, «„ receive a wri Jn noS acquaint the patients with some
fl™
Veterans Administration Insurance Service to renew their of the activities at COP. The
term insurance two months before the expiration date.
musical therapy department, un
Congress originally provided^
der the leadership of Bud DeSylva
for five-year term insurance pol
and the direction of Miss Haricies to cover the war years. A Insurance Act was approved Oc
bert, presents a show every Fri
tober
8,
1940,
the
original
term
three-year extension, without in
day
for the patients.
policies
will
start
expiring
on
Oc
crease in premium, was granted
tober 8, of this year.
on policies issued on or before
The 80th Congress provided for
December 31, 1945.
VA RELEASE
A veteran who wishes fast
Since the National Service Life renewal of term policies at the
expiration date, without physical action on his letter to the
examination, but at a higher Veterans
Administration
premium rate.
should include his full name
Important points for the veter and address, date of birth, ser
vice serial number, branch of
an to remember about renewal of
Your F.S.A. Card good
service and VA claim or in
his term insurance are:
surance number.
(Continued on page 7)
for 20% discount on all

SIESTA PHILOSOPHY

Group at State Hos.

VsIs Notified of Expiring Insurance;
Renewals Due Within Two Months

SAVE 20%

[HIS-SHST!

watches, diamonds and
jewelry purchased at

SMITH'S

PHOTOGRAPHERS

902 DON BURTON BLDG.

Any watch cleaned, re

are now offering complete photographic

paired

service at their new studio at . . .

and

overhauled

$5.50
1

i

926 N. Yosemite

Phone 9-9978

"EGG IN YOUR BEER" ON
OCTOBER 26, 27, 28, 29
Randy Fitts and Leighton Edleman, both members of st0Ckt
College and College of the Pacific faculty, are producing an orb
show entitled "Egg in Your Beer," which will play at the \yPh
school auditorium on the 26, 27, 28 and 29 of October.
The show is not the usual "story" type, but an intimate revi
containing a series of short, detached musical sketches. The hr '
and sketches for the review are by Mr. Fitts; the music is nj*
result of a collaboration between Mr. Edleman and Mr. Fitts
a
WEIGUM - HARTLEY
Two College of the Pacific stu fact, he did one professional re
dents, Arlene Weigum and Bill view which was produced
Hartley, are appearing in the Hollywood.
show. However, as the review is
one of the series produced by the "THE PEOPLE"
Stockton Community Players, the
Mr. Edleman has written many
majority of the characters ap works, both serious and light
pearing are townspeople.
One work for orchestra and
chorus, "The People Will LiVe
PRODUCING, A HOBBY
Mr. Fitts has been writing and On," was produced by the College
producing shows as an amateur of Pacific orchestra and chorus
hobby for a number of years; in here last spring.

ELECTION RUNOFF WINNERS
JUNIOR CLASS
SOPHOMORE CLASS
,
FRESHMAN CLASS
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

BILL CUNNINGHAM
HOWARD PIERCE
LLOYD SANKOWICH
JEAN GALLAGHER

PHILOSOPHY ON THE AIR
Chancellor Tully Knoles, Dr. Lawton D. Harris, and Marvin
McDow will be featured next Wednesday night at 7:30 on the
"Why's and the Wherefore's, sponsored by the Pacific Philosophy
Club over the College FM Station, KCVN and KAEO; the subject:
Are Nations Above Moral Law?
This program, begun last year under the direction of Marshal
Windmiller, was so successful that the Philosophy Club has voted
its continuance. Based on philosophical inquiry into the problems
of the present day, such topics as the Kinsey Report, the Tenney
Committee, and Unions v. Individual Freedom, have already been
discussed.
—I'l" '

Lettering Club is
Formed by Art
Department

Pom-Poms for
Homecoming

Tau Gamma will have Paci
fic pom-poms on sale Wed.,
Thurs., and Fri. of Homecom
ing Week for the big game.
They will sell for fifty cents
in front of the F.S.A. offices.

Geologists Flan Trip
To Yosemite Valley
After the successful Monterey
Field Trip last week-end, the
Geology department is preparing
for another venture on October
23 and 24. This time the destina
tion will be Yosemite Valley.
Headquarters for the Geology
classes will be Camp Curry. Dr.
Waldo and Miss Edna Gehlken,
home economics instructor, will
accompany the group.
Instructors and students from
the science division of the college
attended the American Chemistry
Society dinner in Sacramento on
Thursday evening, October 14.

A lettering club has been or
ganized in which members of the
various lettering classes of the
Art Department are members.
All types of lettering, poster
work, and showcard work will be
done.
All students, faculty members,
and organizations are invited to
use this service.
You may get more information
by contacting Mr. Duke at L-l on
the south campus or Ken Polenske.

Welcome Skiers

The Pacific Ski Club will
have an open meeting next
Tuesday evening at 7:30 in
room 109, Bannister Hall. For
mer members and all new
members are invited to attend.
Ski movies will be shown.
-J
COMING
COMING COMING COMING
JOE CALLAWAY
NOVEMBER 4 NOVEMBER4

Rally Tonight

Tonight at 7:15 a parade will
form in front of the dining
hall for the purpose of rallying
for STOCKTON COLLEGE
before their game.
The parade will move
around sorority and fraternity
circles to pick up the house
members and will then pro
ceed to the GREEK THEA
TRE for a short program and
cheering for the S.C. CUBS.

'

>

"FEMININE FOCUS" — Featur
ing Marilyn Tobener: Wednesday
8:00 p.m.

PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
FORMED
The photography club of tl>e
College of Pacific will hold its
first meeting on Monday.
October 24th, at 8 pmRoom 111, Weber Hall. A"
members of the student bod>
and faculty interested in P4'®'
tograpliy are invited. Fa
Frank Wolfe at Archania
(2-9405) for further inform®'
tion.

"MUSIC CUE" — 7:30 Tuesday "THE JOHN GRAVES SHOW"
Each Wednesday evening at 7- J'
evening, KCVN
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Good Housekeeping Magazine
Offers Home Economics Course

MARJ - COLLIE
BETROTHED
A football with the names
"Marj and Collie" printed in
white letters on the side came
flying in through the doors of
South Hafl Thursday night to
interrupt a housemeeting, and an
nounce the engagement of Mar-

International Club
plans Conference
The Pacific International Rela
tions Club regional conference
will be held on the College of the
Pacific campus November 12th
and 13th.
A series of meetings both in
teresting and informative will be
open to the public.
The movie "The Boundary
Line" presented by the club last
Monday at the Anderson "Y" was
prologued and interpreted by
Professor Wilder Bentley, Hu
manities teacher.
The growing membership of
the club is proving the club's
worth.
SOCIAL CALENDAR
There will be Open House at
Manor Hall for Homecoming
Week. Refreshments are being
planned by the Social Chair
man, Rita Eachus.

POETS: GET YOUR
POETRY IN PRINT
The National Poetry Associa
tion announces November 5th as
the closing date for the submis
sion of manuscripts for publica
tion in the Annual Anthology of
College Poetry.
There are no charges or fees
for inclusion of verse in the An
thology.
The recognition afforded by
publication will reflect definite
credit on the school and will com
pare such work with that of
other college students.
Poetry should be submitted to
the National Poetry Association,
3210 Selby Avenue, Los Angeles
34, California.
Each entry must bear the
author's name, home address and
college attended.

SUNDAY CHAPEL SERVICE
Speaker — Rabbi Joseph Gitin
Subject — Religious Founda
tions of American Democ
racy.
Student Leader -— Katherine
Batten.
Soloist — Ellen Andersen.
House Sponsoring Service —
Tau Kappa Kappa.

LOST
A small, navy blue coin purse.
Return to F.S.A. office. Liberal
reward.
Esther Molinai

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR
PASTRY GOODS . . .

A program for a six months and seniors of home economics in
post-graduate course in home business, including merchandis
economics in which the students ing and journalism; home econ
will be paid while learning was omics graduates employed in col
announced today by Good House lege or university research labor
atories, or in resident or exten
keeping magazine.
"Beginning February 1, 1949, sion teaching.
No graduate will be eligible
Good Housekeeping, in collabora
TKK Social Event
tion with The American Home who has been previously em
Tomorrow night from 9 to 12,
Economics Association will offer ployed, after graduating, as a
Tau Kappa Kappa will honor
a six-months' training course in home economist in business.
their pledges with a Pledge
the laboratories of Good House However, vacation-jobs and field
Dance.
keeping Institute to a limited work during school years will
The dance will be formal. The
group of home economics gradu count in favor of an applicant.
theme has been decided upon, but
Although a Bachelor's degree
ates," the announcement states.
will be kept as a surprise until
"This training is being offered in Home Economics, from an ac
tomorrow evening.
to home economics graduates as credited college, will be required
Buddy de Sylva and his combo
a public service. The object is to of all applicants who are ac
will supply the music.
make available to industry more cepted, seniors who expect to be
Lil Mackey is general chair
trained home economists. At the graduated in January, 1949, may
man for the social event with
present time, there is a marked apply in anticipation of receiving
Donna Hilliard in charge of mu
lack of young home economists a degree.
sic; Nancy Harby, decorations;
Application must be made on
who are trained for home econ
Betty Nissen, bids; Jeanine Hill,
omics in business. Good House application blanks provided by
set-up; Pat Jarvis, pre-set-up;
keeping is taking the lead in at Good Housekeeping Institute.
Moss Little, refreshments; and
tempting to overcome this lack." Personal interviews will not be
Bobby Lindhorst, chaperones.
Those who may apply include granted. Students may obtain ap
home economics graduates and plication blanks by writing to
SOUTH HALL PLAN
seniors with a major in any of Katharine Fisher, Director, Good
Institute,
57th
HOMECOMING
the fields of home economics; Housekeeping
jorie Waters to Collie Kidwell.
Street
at
8th
Avenue,
New
York
At the house-meeting Thurs
'foods and nutrition; textiles;
Marjorie, the daughter of Mr.
day, October 14, Carolyn Watts
home management, equipment, 19, N.Y.
and
Mrs.
Marion
Waters
of
San
1 general home economics gradu
Applications received after No
was chosen to represent South
Hall in the Homecoming Queen Andreas, graduated from Stock ates and seniors with a strong re vember 15, 1948, will not be con
ton J.C. and will receive a teach
contest.
quirement in science; graduates sidered.
ing
credential in physical educa
Peggy Smith was named as
Trainees will be paid by Good
chairman for South flail decora tion this June.
Housekeeping at the rate of $35
Collie, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
tions on Homecoming Day.
per week. Transportation costs
Entertainment at the close of Theodore Kidwell of Hemet, Cali
from trainees' homes to New
the meeting was provided by fornia, attended Modesto J.C. and
York City at the start of the pro
Last Sunday Delcia Burnes, Del gram, and from New York City
Joyce Heeten, pianist; Betty June Stockton College.
Graduating in June with a Helm, Dick Limb, and John Rose to their homes at the termination
Thome, who gave a comic read
ing; and Skipper D'Onofrio, physical education major, he will represented the school at the of training, also will be paid by
continue for an additional year WSSF conference held at the Good Housekeeping.
singer.
The meeting was presided over in order to obtain a general Student Union on the California
"In many respects the training
; Campus. Plans and ideas were of students will be similar to that
secondary credential.
by President Dorothy Purkey.
Plans indicate a June wedding. made for the work of WSSF on given junior staff members dur
this campus.
ing their first year on the Insti
TIGER TWIRLERS
This is one way in which our tute's mechanical staff," the an
Two hundred Folk Dancers,
school can be "World-Minded."
nouncement states. "They will
representing six colleges, con
Any students who feel that learn to work with associates, to
verged on the Pacific Gym at
they have something to add and make adjustments to work situa
8:00 p.m. for four hours of folk
Betty Herrick of San Leandro, who are willing to give time and tions, to accept responsibility, and
dancing.
surprised her friends recently
Heidi Schmidt, and Wendall with an announcement of her en- effort to this work on campus to see a piece of work through to
Gash of the Sacramento Campus i gagement to Ray Boettger of Los are asked to contact Dick Limb at its conclusion."
Omega Phi or John Rose at Ar"The major interests and spe
Swingsters exhibited a new Mexi I Angeles.
chania.
cialized training of the trainee
can Dance, "Las Espuelas," and
I Betty, a 1944 graduate, was a
will be considered in planning
the Spartan Spinners demonstra
music major and is remembered
their individual training pro
ted the "Swiss Chain Gallup."
on campus as a cellist and as an
grams,
and will largely determine
Late in the evening, Stanford
active member of Mu Phi Epsilon,
suggested that the festival be not
Holding its traditional pledge the time spent in each division of
Pi Kappa Lambda, and Tau Kappa
an annual, but a semester affair,
function last week, Zeta Phi So the Institute. An Advisory Com
and by popular approval ar Kappa.
rority initiated the following girls mittee, composed of the heads of
Ray was in the navy during the as pledges: Catherine Crawford, the Institute's divisions and the
ranged for one to be held on their
campus on the 31st of January. ! war and has recently taken a June Downer, Mary Ann Gustaf- Director of the Institute will plan
Dancing lasted until midnight. | position as an electrical engineer son, Ilima Kauka, Lois Lenfest, the trainees' programs."
Patrons and Patronesses were: 'for the Pacific Telegraph and Beverly Mecham, Patricia Ohm,
Gladys Papazian, and Dorothy "TIME FOR MUSIC" — Directed
Mr. and Mrs. Lawton Harris, Mr. j Telephone Co. in Los Angeles.
by Leighton Edleman: Thur. 7:30.
and Mrs. William Rundle, and • The wedding will take place in Welch.
December at Pasadena.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Risser.

|

-

W.S.S.F. Delegates
^eet at U. of Calif.

Betty Herrick, '44
Engaged Recently

Zeta Phi Pledges

"FELLAS"
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

RAPID RABBIT
SERVICE
By Request

LET'S MEET AT

P'oce your .order early for
special banquets, coffee clubs
°r bridge party needs. Meticulous attention is given.

IN AT 9:00 . .
OUT AT 4:00

Du Boss
Dry Gleaners
34 E. Harding Way
Ph. 2-5760
Cakes - Pastry - Delicatessen
1910

_

Pacific Ave.

Ph. 6-6324

• Our Cakes Are Made With
Swans Down Cake Flour •

3216 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 3-2346
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CUBS TO HOST
MODESTO J.C.
By AL LEVY

Still very much in the running
for the conference championship,
the Stockton Cubs go forth to
morrow night to engage the
strong Modesto Pirates in Baxter
Stadium. At this stage in the
season the Cubs are living up to
all early season predictions. The
line is a tower of strength. The
play calling of Griffin has left
little to be desired and the play
patterns have showed all of the
running talents of hard driving
backs, Ayres, Hall, McKinnon,
Mason, Macon and Kramer.
Tomorrow's contest will find
the Cubs at full strength for the
first time in weeks and a contest
filled with excitement and thrills
is on tap for the spectators of
this evening's Pirate-Cub game.
Last Saturday night the Stags
rolled over an outmanned, out
fought Monterey College eleven
to the tune of 32-0. The touch
downs of the Stockton entry were
evenly divided among Macon,
Mason, Griffin, McKinnon and
Kramer. The statistics of the
game tell the story: Yards gained
from scrimmage: Stockton 331,
Monterey 31! The Monterey en
try were never in the game as
the Cubs scored at least once in
every period and the outcome was
never in doubt.
The play calling of Jerry Grif
fin, the safety work of Race Ma
son and the line play of Dick
Batten, Doug Scovil, Wes Parsons
and Dick Gaedtke were especial
ly pleasing to Coaches Stagnaro
and Mason.
It's Modesto junior College
against the Stockton Cubs Satur
day night in the annual homecom
ing game. While the Tigers rest
for the Spartan engagement, the
Cubs put their two-game winning
streak on the block against the
Pirates and from all indications
the contest looms as a toss-up.

ji„
«
San
Jose
St.
Next
nr
K
pacific j ®p0r In Crucial Game
PACIFIC BLASTS PORTLAND PILOTS 61-15
OFFENSIVE SPARKLES IN SCORING SPREE

backfield operated with j0hn
Poulos, Ray Hunter, and Andy
The high-scoring Tigers of Pa Hyduke behind Jack Brown, it
cific, still in their winning ways, was out of this maze of weight
used 43 men and an adding that Poulos bulldozed his way for j
machine to send the University a 68-yard wrestling match that
of Portland back to the Rose City ended up for another Pacific
with their pilot light very much score. Poulos was hit any num
out.
ber of times but continued to
The crushing offense of the plow his way to the longest run
Tigers garnished an evening* total of his career.
of 61 points, while the highly
Ken Johnson, in an initial bid
touted slingers of U of P were to move LeBaron and Brown into
able to rack up only a meagre 15 the unemployed circles, gave !
points. The parade of touchdowns Stockton fans a new twist in
established a new scoring record quarterbacking technique. Com
for Baxter Stadium, the previous ing out of the huddle, Ken looked
high being set against Willa like a future Luckman, and he j
mette in last year's opener.
continued to look smooth while
Drawing first blood as Bruce j dropping back to pass before he
Orvis missed a punt that wound was dropped for a 30-yard loss.
All of Portland's scoring was
up in the end zone for a safety,
the Pilots looked somewhat as confined to the first and last
good as the press notices from periods. Their 72-yard drive fol
Oregon would have them. Shortly lowing the opening safety was
after, the Tigers lowered the aided by an offside penalty on
boom with the same scoring and the Tigers. John Freeman broke
defensive combination felt by San through for the touchdown. A
Diego two weeks ago. From that two-period famine on points was
point on, there was no rest for relieved in the final play of the
game when Bud Williams snared
the man behind the scoreboard.
The anticipated passing can a touchdown pass pegged by
(Upper Picture) TIGERS IN ACTION — Don Brown gathers in pass non of Dan Christianson was Mysliwiec.
The Tigers are idle this week
from LeBaron and is on his way for a 55-yd. touchdown gallop. completely silenced as he was
end, but face their traditional
(Lower Picture) — John Rodhe and Bob Franeeschini put the rushed by the Bengal line. The
Tiger secondary took care of those rival, San Jose State, in Lodi on
clamper on pilot Johnny Freeman's unsuccessful bid for yardage.
passes, with the exception of one October 30th. This promises to
that connected for six yards, be the payoff game of the CCAA
which the towhead was able to conference, both teams being
get away. On the other hand, Ed recognized as the strongest in
LeBaron and Jack Brown went to the circuit.
the airlanes for 10 completions in
Don "Peanuts" Brown won the out for the substituting team.
18 attempts. This average could INTRAMURAL PROGRAM
fourth' Stockton Quarterback Coach Siemering believes that a have been fattened considerably,
Club award for his comparable substitution of three men at a but because the Pacific ground Rhizomia Leads in
play in the 61-15 track meet with time would be fairer. The time attack was so devastating, there
Football League
out called because of mass sub was no need to rely on passes.
Portland last week.
Scoring honors were farily well
Peanuts scored two touchdowns stitution delays the game more
Touch Football League
distributed,
with Don Brown and
Standings:
against the Pilots, one on a 55- than the substitutions themselves.
Don Hardy being the only backs
Team
Won Lost Ties
yard pass-run play initiated by
Assistant coach Dean Richard to get over the quota of one
By JIM GALLAGHER
2
0
0
quarterback LeBaron in the third son liked the downfield blocking touchdown. Hardy scored twice Rhizomia
Fundamentals were stressed period. The Lodi speedster now
Euclids
1
1
J
this week by Coach Van Sweet as leads the team in touchodwns of Orvis and Hyduke. He also at on long runs, one being a pass Archania
0
0
tests that the Tiger pass defense interception that he took for a Omega Phi
he ran his Stockton College scored with four.
0
2
through concentrated drills in
0
0
has improved. Touchdown runs hike of 20 yards. The only Pacific Quonset II
touchdown pass was caught by
preparation for the fast-approach
After three weeks of league
on pass interceptions by Don Peanuts Brown, who caught the
ing basketball opening date.
Hardy and Jack Ross seem to ball on his own 45 and, behind play, Rhizomia remains the only
undefeated, untied team in intra
A pair of 10-minute scrimmages
bear this out.
some nice blocking, picked his mural touch football play. The
spiced the practice grind, and
End coach Hugh McWiiliams way into the end zone. Ed Le Rhizomia lads, with two wins and
gave Sweet a glimpse of his high
scouted Sau Jose against Cal Baron, Wilbur Sites, Jack Ross, no losses, have trounced Omega
ly-touted former prep stars in
John Poulos, and Andy Hyduke Phi 19-7 and outlasted a stubborn
action.
Poly. After wringing out his
scampered for single touchdowns.
Euclid aggregation 7-0.
hanky
he
came
up
with
the
news
Britt Smith, all-stater from TuThe complete rout gave Siemer
The Euclids, the only indepen
(fiat the Spartans are a much
scon, and Jim Denton of Mt. Dia
improved ball club and seemed ing an opportunity to use a num dent club entered, are in secon
blo appear as the top forwards,
to have hit their true form. The ber of backfield combinations position with a win via the foi
according to Sweet, while Sam
homecoming game should prove ranging from speed to power. At feit route over Omega Phi, one
Gellepes, Pittsburg flash, and
one point in the game, the Pacific tie, and the aforementioned loss
to lie a thriller.
Darrell Winrich, Long Beach
to the Rhizites.
,
ED POWELL
tennis ace, are outstanding among
Archania seems to be the hai
the guards.
luck team of the league. T ^
Big John Ward of Berkeley and
Archites have a smooth ball c u
Bill Swenson, former Stockton
that just can't get into the wi
High player, seem to have the in
All prospective members of the
Students planning to attend the column. They have participa e
side track on the center position.
1948-49 Pacific Ski Team are COP-San Jose game in the Grape in two tie ball games, and w' .,
San Jose's diminutive Eddie In
urged to meet with last year's Bowl will be required to obtain kind hand from lady luck cou
gram and Stockton's Jack Walveterans for an informal confer tickets for admission from the have been victorious in bothdron are others singled out by
ence in Bannister Hall next Wed Athletic Office in the gymnasium.
DON BROWN
Omega Phi is at the bottom
Sweet as showing early season t
nesday evening at 7:30 p.m.
Deadline for obtaining these the ladder in league standing
promise.
After reviewing films of the
This will be the second con tickets is Friday, October 29 at 5 with two losses and a 6-6 stando
Portland game, the Quarterback secutive year in which the Tigers p.m. FSA cards must be pre- with Archania.
Clubbers leaned back in their ' will be represented on the Sierra ' sented.
Quonset H's first game wa
chairs to hear what words of ski runs, last year having been
Special busses will be run from played this week, but the resu
This Saturday the W.A.A. will ! wisdom the C.O.P. coaching staff the inaugural venture of this jthe campus to the game and re- will not appear until next Frida)be guests at the Sacramento would reveal.
kind. The '47-48 squad, paced and Turn to the campus for the dance
The intramural tennis tourn
Junior College grounds for a | Head mentor Larry Siemering directed by Bob Wilson, partici ; after the game. A special price ment is in the first round of P'35.
Hockey Meet Day in the capitol informed the Clubbers of the pated in three major western of 50 cents is offered for the Dr. Carl Voltmer, intramural
city. Northern California Junior 1 flaws in the free substitution rule meets, the Snoeshoe Thompson ! round trip. Bus tickets can also rector, requests all participan
Colleges will also attend the as it now stands. With a substi Memorial, Reno Ski Carnival and be secured at the Athletic Office. to contact their opponents
meet, Mrs. June Downer, presi tution of more than one man at the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate
Both tickets and FSA cards will
dent, announced.
PHIL GURTHIE
a time the referee calls a time Ski Championships.
be required for admission.
By BOB HAAKER

to "lighfy louse" Brown Flayer of Week
loWISfiassis Warns Q.B. Blub of San Jose St.

CUBS QUINTET SHINE

BJ.P.-S.Ja Football
m? m TEAM MEETS Tickets On Sale Now

W.A.A. News
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TIGER SEPTET SINKS CAL. BEARS 7-5

Sports corner
By DAVID GERBER

There's a terrific game out at
Baxter tomorrow evening when
;hc Stockton Cubs play The Mo
desto Pirates in a conference
t-ame. The Stags are sinculating
"vith wide open ball playing. Ed
Macon, hard-running halfback of
|he locals is easily the outstand
ing running back in the Northern
Conference and gives the fans a
run for their money . . . Collie
Kidwell, Pacific's outstanding
center, facing the toughest com
petition in his life was taken out
of circulation last week — AllKidwell Marjorie Waters of San
Andreas U. hit him with a flying
tackle and all he could see was
rings. — Congrats, Collie . . . You
should have heard the language of
the reserves in the fourth quarter
when they received orders from
headquarters to hold the score
down. So they did the next best
thing, they threw the ball to me.
WHATSSOFUNNY!!! They were
talking of cheering when some
local wag said there's plenty of
spirit in the rooters section and
after the game you can see the
proof of it.
Short sketches: Who's the
first string right tackle for Paci
fic? We'll help you. It's Tommy
Atkins who has been playing that
spot for three years running and
probably is the most under-rated
player on the squad. He got some
of his due recognition last week
when he made Captain and went
out to help spark the jet-like Ti
ger offensive. Watch him in the
future.
Hats Off Dept. — Bruce Orvis,
whose all-around "Rock 'em,
Sock 'em" playing on the field
gets many a complimentary word
from the wise men who know
what it means to have a boy like
him on your squad anytime any

where . . . To Don Hardy for the
big switch from half to fullback
and doing a spectacular job of it.
To Jerry Griffin, the Q.B. of
Stockton who took over for the
injured Jack Heath and showed
he bears future watching. To
Stan McWilliams for his one-hit
pitching and shutout in the Col
legians second victory of The
Winter Baseball League. . .
Next week is San Jose Day and
we are at the same position now
as last year. San Jose has won
their last three games and are up
on their toes to knock us flat on
our F.S.A. cards. I can't forget
how they scattered our rooting
section from End Zone to End
Zone, something I never heard
any other school doing. I can't
forget their remarks about the
high school ball-playing in the
C.C.A.A. league or I can't forget
some of the cocky remarks of
their local papers. I hope our
boys remember it also . . .

SPORT BULLETIN
In the A.A.U. Water Polo
tourney that was held in San
Francisco this week, the Tig
ers met California on Monday
night and were defeated by a
4 to 3 score. On Tuesday night
against the strong Olympic
Club team and were once again
second best 9 to 4.

By JOE STANISLAWSKY
Tomorrow afternoon at 3 p.m. at our home pool, the Tigers
return to collegiate competition when Cal Poly journeys to Stockton.
Early in the week, Coach Anttila had his squad in San Francisco,
competing in the N.J.A.A.U. Water Polo Tournament, against such
teams as Stanford, San Jose State, California, and the S. F. Olympic
Club.
.„
,
All the above squads will meet
the Tigers later on in the season
here in Stockton.
What little time was left be
tween the tourney in S.F. and
tomorrow's game, has been spent
in conditioning. The Pacific team
that left the pool last Friday was
a very tired bunch of boys, and
Coach Anttila realizes that proper
conditioning is an important fac
tor if the Tigers are going to
continue from last Friday's per
formance in a winning way.
COP's water polo team took the
wraps off last Friday, and put
the bite on the Bears of Califor
nia by a 7 to 5 score.
The crowd that witnessed the
game was the largest ever to see
an aquatic event in our pool, not
excepting the popular spring time
aquacade water revue.
With
many more attractive games on
the schedule and the interest
shown at this early date, it seems
safe to say that the Pacific team
will not be alone in tustling with
opponents, as the student body
will be up in the stands using up
as much, almost as much energy.
•i
| California got off to an early
Bruce Orvis all-around man who tackles and runs with the speed i_point lead, but Pacific quickly
,.,.,1 ferocity of
nf a
a "Rroneo."
and
"Bronco.' It was his 50-yd T.D. run that helped tied it up and then once they
overtook this lead, the Tigers
down the Spartans.
were never headed.

Crusade Dept.: We got a pretty
good band out there that does
some mighty fine representing
and entertaining our school. But
we don't think they are apprecia
ted too much. They work out
afternoons, Mon. Wed. and Fri.,
plus two nights a week. They
play for both schools, Stockton
and Pacific, and consequently
they practically have no week
ends of their own during the fall.
For their effort they are awarded
with a big one unit. Why not go
a little further and award them
Block Letters with some musical
symbol on the letter. Just a little
something for a large niche in
our campus life. That and recog TIGERS MEET SAN
nition from our cheering section
A tentative schedule of six
would be a nice bit of apprecia meets has been drawn up for
tion for their good work.
Pacific's
cross-country
team,
Coach Earl Jackson reported this
week, first of which is scheduled
this afternoon against the San
will be held in the Lodi Grape Jose State squad on the Tiger
Bowl, and we go to bat Saturday, course.
A seven-man team, led by vet
Oct. 30th at 8:15 P. M.
If we managed to win last year eran Jim Hanney, will meet the
with a shoe string rooting sec Spartans at 4:00. Other harriers
tion, heaven help them this year. include Arner Gustavson, Bob

REMEMBER SAN JOSE ST. ROOTING SEGTION
COP will meet the San Jose
Spartans again. Last year, as
some of us may well remember,
we beat them 14-0, but the hospi
tality we were shown was over
done.
We met them down in their
own neck of the woods, and they
generously slipped us a bromide.
The COP rooting section was
strewn from goal to goal, and
was about 3 seats deep. After the
game, despite our victory, some
°f the local boys were unhappy.
There was nearly a riot.
This year we may be assured
°f better treatment. The game
WATCHES

DIAMONDS

1603 Pacific Avenue

Telephone 3-4953

"THE HOUSE OF PERSONAL SERVICE"
24 Hour Cleaning Service — 2 Day Laundry Service

Get Ready For Rain...

M. Friedberger & Co.

McGregor Drizzler Jackets

339 E. MAIN ST.

GIFTS

SILVER

WATCH
THIS CORNER!
ROBERT HAAKER

.$10.95

Gleneagles Rain Coats

$16.95 - $18.95

Cravenetted Topcoats..

$29.50 - $70.00

•
— DROP IN AND LOOK AROUND —

Every week a hit of the week
Will be given

FREE!

the student picked from
^rectory — YOU may be
n e x t i

JOSE ST. TODAY

Cross-Country Meet

MacGuire,
Preston
Garmire,
Tentative schedule for fall
Charlie Richesin, "Gunder" Kirkcompetition:
patrick and Ed Kaupilla.
Oct. 22—San Jose State (here).
The race, which will cover over
Nov. 4, 5—Interclass track meet
three miles, will begin from the
(here).
clubhouse, extend along the
Nov. 12—U. of California
levee, and circle back to the sta
(there).
dium, where contestants will fin
Nov. 19—San Francisco State
ish by making one lap around
(here).
the track.
Nov. 25—Fresno State (there).
Dec. 3—Interclass cross country
Celebration of Christmas dates
(here).
from the fourth and fifth cen
turies.

GIRLS...
SPALDING LOAFERS
SPALDING WHITE BUCKS
SPALDING SADDLES

ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
Arrows, Finger Tabs
Arm Guards

IVa/ul

SPORT SHOP

f~)xfor<J ihop
^ - ^ f O n mtn ono
1718 Pacific Ave.

d o v i

I

Dial 2-3202

— FREE OFF STREET PARKING —
2001 Pacific Avenue

Largest Crowd in Pool History Watch Pacific Win
Cal Poly Invades Pacific Tomorrow for Tilt

Hotel Stockton Bldg.
129 E. WEBER

Student Engineers
Elect Officers
At the first business meeting of
the Student Engineering Society
held last Thursday, officers were
elected for the current semester.
A count of the ballots showed
Steve Goodman, President; Gus
Leptein, Vice-President; Glenn
Armstrong, Secretary; and Bill
Kaplan as Treasurer. Professors
Wallace and Harrison were
named as Faculty Advisors.
Among the first events sched PHILOSOPHY CLUB
uled for the new society were a
Gathering around KCVN's mi
field trip to the Columbia Steel crophones are successful lawyers,
Plant at Pittsburg during its economists, professors and stu
Open House celebration Friday, dents, discussing controversial
October 22, to be followed at the subjects of the times. Believed to
next regular meeting by a discus be the first of its kind, the pro
sion of this trip with accompany gram is endeavoring to bring
ing movies.
philosophy out of the dust of
All engineering students in scholarly tradition and into the
Stockton College interested in struggle social conflict.
joining the S.E.S. are urged to The Philosophy Club was also
contact Bob Collet, Membership influential in inaugurating the i
Chairman, in Engineering Build Pacific Philosophy Institute held
ing No. 1 on the C.O.P. campus.
at Lake Tahoe last spring.

Journalists!

All Students that are inter
ested in working for the Paci
fic Weekly — There will be a
staff meeting on Monday
Night, October 25th at 8 p.m.
—All those already writing for
the paper or taking Journal-"
ism Projects in connection
with the paper MUST attend
or else present a written ex
cuse at the Weekly office be
fore the hour of the meeting.

"MUSE AND NEWSIC" — Fifteen minutes of important cam
pus and world wide news com
bined with current record favor
ites. Monday through Friday
j mornings, 8:15.

PACIFIC MARKET
QUALITY — COURTESY

GROCERIES - MEATS - VEGETABLES - BAKERY GOODS
3200 Pacific Ave.
Dial 6-6136

—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—

Dr. Long to Speak

Dr. Long will speak to the
Pacific Christian Fellowship this
afternoon, October 22, at 3:30 in
the Music annex building, room B.
The new Pacific Christian Fel
lowship is affiliated with the
world-wide Inter-Varsity Christ
ian fellowship on the campuses
o f universities and colleges
throughout the world. All who
are interested are invited to at
tend.
Watch Repairing
Beads Restrung

Cramer's Jewelers
2032 Pacific Ave.

Pens - Diamonds - Jewelry
Silver - Gifts

w
/

Occasions

Undercover
Modishness!
WITH DETACHABLE CROTCH•

Deftly your
Beverly Vogue panty
gird!? forms your figure
underneath it aill

FREE PARKING

TURNER
HARDWARE ^COMPANY

FOUNDATIONS—2nd FLOOR

Weber a t American

JUNIOR WOOL COVERT
with a sweeping six-gore back . . . a well-made
and handsome coat you'll live in!

Just a touch

of gold color metal rims the buttons.
garnet wine, forest green, brown, 9-15.

Gray,

Our Greeting Cards .
and ask to see the sample
book of Christmas Cards
. . . Novelties . . . and Cos
metics.

'Stockton's Finer Store'

College
Bookstore
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BUFORD BUSH

C. O. P. Art Department
Faces Many Problems
Confronted with many prob
lems, the C.O.P. art department
has worked out the ones neces
sary to the setting up of the
building for use and is in the pro
cess of working out the others.
The biggest problem at the
present time is the difficulty in
finding the department's loca
tion. For those people who have
given up in the attempt to reach
it, here are the directions: The
art building is an extension west
ward of the food processing build
ing, both of which are due north
of the radio quonset.
Because it is connected with
the food processing building, the
upper half of the art department
—the office space—is raised three
feet above the rest of the struc
ture. Having a limited space in
which to construct the rooms,
the architects arranged the build
ing for needs, not for appearance.
In the general layout there are
four offices; one shop where silk
screen, sculpture, and jewelry
and metal work are taught; one
teachers' training room used by
students who need basic art
training for their work in eleMANY PLEASING
DISTINCTIVE

cured from the Committee for
the Study of Recreation in Cali
mentary schools; one painting
fornia.
He will serve the area
and drawing room; one clay mo
deling room, which will be sub comprising the San Joaquin and
divided for photographic art; a Sacramento Valleys. In accord
heater and storage room; and an ance with the policy established
exhibition hall.
by the Commission, Buford will
Besides its other functions the provide assistance in recreation
art department is sponsoring a
radio program, "Let's take a problems to public and private
look", over KCVN on Wednesday agencies requesting consultation
night. It is a panel discussion, !and planning assistance.

therefore completely unrehearsed i Educated in sociology and recwith Mr. Reynolds as moderator |reation at the College of the Paand two outside guests. The aim 'cific, he later served in adminisof the program is to extend be I trative capacity in the Federal
yond the campus and reach peo recreation program in San Joa
ple at home with some useful quin Valley counties. Further
j recreation experience was at
suggestions.
In the way of special events tained as Assistant Director of
you are asked to save the date, Potrero Hill Neighborhood House
October 22, and the time, eight in San Francisco, Community Ac
to ten p. m., for the art depart tivities Advisor with the Contra
ment's open house. Paintings of Costa Housing Auth., and Assist
Richard Yip, Stockton College ant Director of the Contra Costa
student, who has just returned Recreation Program.
from a fourteen months' walkingpainting tour of China, will be on ^ cation, are on display. Miss Dooexhibition. Mr. Yip will be on ' ley comes to the college from
hand to chat informally with any 1 Kern County, where she was art
one who is in his trip or work. 'supervisor of all the school. She
At the present time water col has been listed two times in re
ors and drawings of Helen B. cent years in who's who in Amer
Dooley, new director of art edu- ican art.

The way ARBIOS finishes clothes so crisp, clean and

FOR YOU
TO CHOOSE FROM
— at —

wrinkle-free is really something to "crow" about.

That's how they're finished at ARBIOS . . .

the "way you like them."

of Gifts

JIM GUILLET,

Phone 2-2112

Campus Rep.

I

gets an
autumn glow

Such an asset ,oi the
fall whirl—your

DRY CLEANERS AND SHIRT LAUNDERERS

2012

E.

MAIN

ST.

DIAL

beloved hug-the-waist

2-2475

Sacony dress ... in
that most luxurious of

DANCE

fabrics, Fulura—the
masterblend in wool.

Held at the

Add to this the glow

CIVIC MEMORIAL

of sparkle-studded

AUDITORIUM

buttons. And the
attractive price adds

OCTOBER 23rd

another glow. 19.95
Misses sizes. It's a

Sponsored by
RAINBOW RE3EKAH

aistband dress

— 2-9502
Daily
Pick-Up and
Delivery

ENTERTAINMENT

and

You'll

be proud to put on clothes that stand out with sparkling
freshness.

Walter's House

1

(Continued from Page 2)
1. The renewal of term insur
ance is for an additional five-year
period, but at a higher premium
rate. For example, if a veteran
took out $10,000 worth of NSLI
at the age of 22 his premium was
$6.60 per month. Upon renewing
the policy at the age of 30 his
premium will be $7.10 per month.
2. The veteran must submit an
application for renewal of his
term insurance prior to the ex
piration date of his original term
policy. Two months before the
policy is due to expire the veter
an will receive a warning letter
and application forms from VA.
If the veteran does not reply to
this letter, a second one will be
sent one month prior to the ex

piration date.
3. The whole, or any part, of
the original term policy may be
renewed. For example, where the
present policy is for $10,000, the
veteran may renew $5,000.
4. There is no grace period for
the first premium on the re
newed policy. The renewal appli
cation and first premium on the
new policy must be submitted
prior to expiration of the old con
tract.
5. Term insurance has no re
serve value and no allowance
from the old policy will be cred
ited to the renewed policy.
6. New insurance numbers will
be issued for all renewed term
policies.
7. Veterans may convert their
old term policies to any one of
six permanent plans of NSLI, ra
ther than renew their old term
contracts for another five years.

Something' to CROW about ! !

-GIFTS-

2119 Pacific Ave.

(Continued from page 6)

VETS INSURANCE

wonderful buy!

LODGE

Program starts at 8:00 P. M.
JOEY RANDIN
Master of Cere., Comedian
DEL and DARNELLE
Balancing Acrobatic Team
MARY WOOD
Lyric Soprano
ANDRINI BROS.
'"fernational Instrumentalists
'Re Rainbow Drill Team will
present a novel drill

p 0R

No Money
DOWN
RESERVE ANY ARTICLE
FOR CHRISTMAS
CORNER OF MAIN AND SUTTER

DANCING . . .
PAUL MILLER

Price $1.00 incl. tax
•

a/ie*tcjo
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Editor
Business Manager
..Faculty Advisors

J. Case BurtonLee GerardAllen Woodall, James R. Morrison-

Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office,
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Doug Brodie
Charles Harris
Stan Klevan
Jack Francis
David Gerber..---....
Lillian JuanitaZZZZZZZZZZZ
Ted Tnnmav
Jillson and ToaiZZZZ

~
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-

-

-
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--News Editor
Feature Editor
Copy Editor
.Sports Editor
Soeiety Rlitor
- Cartoonist
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HEPORTERS—Jean Crayn, Phillip Gutherie, Robert Haaker, Philip Korbholz,
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TO ROOT; TO ROUT
At last week's walkaway in Baxter's Stadium a new
seating plan was initiated. THE MEN WERE TO SIT IN
THE FIRST TWENTY ROWS. THIS COMING GAME, THE
WOMEN ARE TO BE CONCEDED THE FIRST FIVE
ROWS, THE MEN ARE TO HAVE THE NEXT TEN ROWS.
THIS PLAN OF SEATING IS TO CONSTITUTE A
I.OUDER NOISE THAN FORMERLY HEARD.
It is doubtful that any particular group on campus
should have more spirit than another. Therefore, Why
segregation?
Segregation (unnecessary and unfair) will eventually
cause disunity and defeat it's own purpose.
Concentration and cooperation of ALL the individuals
concerned will bring a rooting section 'round.
SO, WHY DON'T WE ROOT TOGETHER?
Men and Women alike want a ROOTING SECTION
to match the team work of LARRY SIEMERING'S TIGERS.
It would be swell to have it for the San Jose game.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
And so we come again to the played!
traditional football season editor | How in the blazes can anyone
ial on school spirit! We had high ever expect the team to beat San
hopes that the spirit this year Jose or any other team when we
would call for no such story, but don't show our support? The
what happened to Larry and the Tigers aren't playing just for
Tigers after last Saturday's game personal glory; they aren't get
shouldn't have happened to a ting cuts and bruises and all the
other injuries incurred in foot
dog, much less a Tiger.
Only a handful remained ball, just so they can see their
after the singing of the Alma name in print. They are fighting
Mater. IT WAS A DIRECT SLAP those games for US and for
IN THE FACE TO EVERY PACIFIC, endeavoring to main
tain the high standards in foot
MEMBER OF THE TIGER ball that have been set here. But,
TEAM!
if only a handful of rooters can
Almost every one of you know show their appreciation, then the
at least one member on that Tigers and Pacific deserve to toss
Team, yet YOU couldn't even re a few games into the loss column.
main for an additional ten min BUT OH HOW YOU POOR
utes to voice your thanks for the ROOTERS WOULD COMPLAIN
rugged game they had just THEN!!!
M. M.

The Intruder
By ALAN McALLASTER
It didn't last long.
It all started while I was sittin' there peaceful-like, mindin'
my own business, smokin' a cig
arette, when he hit me in the
face. It didn't hurt much, but
kinda surprised me, and after I
realized what had happened I
ground out my butt and went
after him.
Now some fellows might have
forgot about the whole thing, and
not done anything about it. But
not me, I'm not made that way.
If somebody takes a poke at me,
I throw fists first and ask ques
tions later.
I went after him slowly, just
tossin' a couple left jabs at first,
and then lashin' out with a hard
right. But I couldn't tag him.
He was fast and he moved around
good. He seemed to enjoy stay in'
just out of my reach, and when
he did move in close enough for
me to take a swing at him, I
couldn't nail him.
Then it happened again. I took
aim with one of my lightnin' fast
right hooks, but missed him a
mile, and he hit me on the ear.
That did it. He'd hit me twice
and I hadn't even touched him.
I forgot all about boxin' with him
and charged, head low, swingin'
my arms as fast and as hard as
I could. I'm not sure whether
or not I hit him, or if he hit me,
but I crashed into a chair, upsettin' it and myself, and as I
fell I upset a floor lamp, the only
light in the room that was lit.
It fell to the floor with a crash,
breakin' the bulb, and the room
was in darkness.
He was on the other side of
the room, restin' against the wall.
I got to my feet and advanced
toward him, slowly. He came
at me with a rush and I swung
blindly. I hit him and he went
down, but before I knew it he
was up again. I saw he was
groggy, and swung at him again.
I connected again, and this time
he went down for good.
Like I said, it didn't last long,
and that was one more horse fly
that wouldn't bother me again.

Campus Station
Broadcasts First
Water polo Game

Once again the special events
department of the campus sta
tion, KAEO, has scored a first.
Last
Friday afternoon the cam
By TED TOOMAY
pus station had the honor to pre
sent the first broadcast of a
water polo game ever presented
from C.O.P. Not only was it a
first broadcast, but the team was
the first one ever organized for
varsity competition. Sandy Price
was the voice behind the micro
phone giving a full and accurate
account of what transpired in the
oversized bathtub. Rudy Jensen,
director of special events for the
campus station said, "Full credit
must be given to Sandy for origin
ating and presenting this broad
cast. He aided in installing the
lines that made the show possible
and dug up the rules and regula
tions governing the game in order
to give an accurate picture to our
audience. Jerry Mullin, the en
gineer on the show and Stan
Lichtenstein, the producer, should
also be given a pat on the back
for making this "first broadcast"
MRS. CONSTANTINO'S ARCHERY CLASS DOESN'T SEEM
possible.
TO IMPROVE VERY MUCH.

this is college

TOMMIE'S GHOST
BY MISERY OUT OF DESPERATION
THE TSK! TSK! SECTION . . . What can be done with a situa
tion iike this one . . . One of Tau Kappa's lovelies complains that
she had a terrible time fighting off a Great Dane (canine species
please). Said dog supposedly belongs to a secret unknown organi'
zation called Rhizomia . . . And they always boast that their dogs
are well trained; perhaps they are.
THE PLUMBERS REPAIR SECTION . . . News has leaked out
of some "corroded rusty Pipes" that some 17-year-old blonde (CUte,
too!) is chasing a hot Base-Fiddle man around campus. Meanwhile
the musician's best buddy (Bogart's wife and he have the same
first name) is chasing the girl around. The pal claims he's doing
it to take the blonde off the musician's neck . . . whatta pal!
WHERE HAVE I HEARD THAT ONE DEPT. ... At one of the
Fraternity rushing affairs a conversation between a Brother and
some potential su...oops! material ran something like this (the
Brother doing all the talking, naturally) . . . "Look at the couch,
comfy isn't it, and it's all paid for, too . . . Look at that fireplace,
burns real wood, and it's paid for, too . . . Look at that game-room,
got enough equipment for two hundred fellows, and you can use
it all you want." . . . please pass the mustard!

HOME AGAIN, HOME AGAIN —
JIGGITY JIG!
A COUPLE OF QUICKIES . . . Take a gander at the above
homecoming cartoon — The characters in the foreground are sup
posed to be the Jones Brothers incognito, recognize 'em? . . •
You've got me!! ... By the way, anybody seen Buf Cole? —
The Weekly is going to press charges against him for Cruelty
and Neglect of his baby, COPanorama . . . Catch this one — Miss
Humbargar approaching a student (initials — Tandy Jung) an
saying "—So come up and see me some time."
LAST, BUT NOT LEAST — The Mystery of the College Kitchen
First it was the ants getting into the food lockers and eating t ic
sugar . . . then it was the termites getting into the dining »a
and eating away at the tables and chairs . . . Okay. But, w eIJ
RABBITS get into their refrigerator and start taking New York-cu
steaks, that's too much ... I wonder how much the Campu
Fountain (Okay, The End Zone) charged him for cooking it • • •
"And there I sat watching him eat it and me stuck with jus
lonely plate of eggs," says Lee Gerard.
ONE MORE P.S. . . . You can't mention Rhizomia's Great Dane
and expect to bypass Omega Phi's "Pete" . . . Yep, poor Pe e
picked the middle of the rug to take time out to argue with
tummy . . . But, "Pete," did you have to do it just when the o. had their mothers in for a social gathering?
TOMMIE'S GHOST

TEACHER'S PET , KNOW HIM ? ?
He always comes in late for
class and always takes his place
way in the back of the room and
day in and day out, wears the
same old black and white coat.
Talk about being lazy, this guy
takes the cake. He was in two
of my classes last term and not
once did I see him study or even
open up a book. The Professor
would be lecturing on "Mad Rais
ins" (a sequel to Grapes of
Wrath) or "the Sex Life of a Lemac", and this character would
be gazing around the room or
just ignoring everything and ev
erybody.
I don't say that I study much,
but I'm sure I put in more time
on my studies than you know

who. What gets me, is that this
creature is in the same grade
I am! I see him in class an '
line at the dining hall, but "
once have I ever seen him in
library, or at a football game o
at a dance recital or anythin
that the school puts on. He n®
er participates in classroom '
cussion, doesn't do any outsi t
reading and yet he gets by'
don't get it.
..
I don't mean to gripe or ben
this guy, but it does get a wee
discouraging. While I study aI
cram, he eats and sleeps and s
gets by. He leads a typical dog
life arotod this here camP '
doggone if he doesn't—wondei
Pete has the right idea?

